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A Free Project Sheet From

Finished Quilt Size: 63½" x 80"
Finished Table Runner Size: 25½" x 52"

Finished Table Topper Size: 31" x 31"



Fabrics in the CollectionBlushing

7875-11 7875-42 7875-43 7876-11 7876-22 7876-33

7877-11 7877-22 7877-66 7878-22 7878-33 7878-66

7879-42 7879-46 7879-66 7880-11 7880-33 7880-44

7881-11 7881-22 7881-66



One fat-quarter EACH of (20) fabrics:
 7875-11, 7875-42, 7875-43, 7876-11, 7876-22, 
 7876-33, 7877-11, 7877-22, 7877-66, 7878-22, 
 7878-33, 7878-66, 7879-42, 7879-46, 7879-66, 
 7880-11, 7880-33, 7881-11, 7881-22, 7881-66

2⅜ yards  Cream Buds   7880-44
1⅜ yards  Pink Large Floral   7875-42
      (for outer border)
⅝ yard  Pink Houndstooth  7877-22
      (for binding)
4¼ yards  Pink Large Floral               7875-42   
      (for quilt backing/two horizontal panels)

Materials for the Quilt

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Blushing

Cutting Instructions for the Quilt

From EACH of the (20) assorted fat quarters, cut:
     (3) 4" strips. Recut into (15) 4" x 4" squares.
      Note: this will yield a total of (300) squares. (216)  
  squares are used for the quilt. The remaining (84)  
  squares are enough to make the table runner and  
  table topper.
From the cream buds, cut:
     (39) 2" strips. Recut (8) strips into (15) 2" x 21½"   
  sashing pieces. Recut (22) strips into (432)
  2" x 2" squares. Reserve the remaining (9)   
  strips for the horizontal sashing pieces and   
  inner border.
From the pink large floral, cut:
     (7) 6" strips for the outer border. 
From the pink houndstooth, cut:
     (8) 2¼" strips for the binding.

Sewing Instructions for the Quilt
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 

1. Draw diagonal lines on the wrong sides of (2) 2" cream 
buds squares. Right sides together, layer the marked squares in 
opposite corners of a 4" print square. Sew on the marked lines. 
Trim 1/4" beyond the seam lines and press the resulting cream 
triangles out to make the unit shown.

2. Repeat step 1 to make (4) print square units, using different 
prints for each of the 4" squares. Referring to the diagram at 
the top of the next column, arrange the units into (2) rows with 
(2) units in each row, noting orientation of all units. Stitch the 
units into rows and sew the rows together to complete (1) block 
measuring 7½" from raw edge to raw edge in both directions.
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3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 to make a total of (3) blocks.
4. Stitch the (3) blocks from step 3 together, side by side, to 
make (1) block group.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 to make a total of (18) block groups.

6. Using the quilt pictured on the cover as a guide, stitch together 
(6) block groups from step 5 and (5) 2" x 21½" cream bud 
sashing pieces, alternating the two types of units, to make (1) 
block row. Repeat to make a total of (3) block rows.

7. Trim the selvages from the (9) 2" cream buds strips. Sew the 
strips together end to end to make a long 2" strip. From this long 
strip, cut (2) 50" lengths (if your measurements are different, cut to 
f it your quilt top). 

8. Stitch together the (3) block rows and the (2) 50" cream 
bud strips cut in step 7, alternating the two types of units, to 
complete the quilt center.

9. From the unused portion of the long 2" cream buds strip made 
in step 7, cut (2) 66½" and (2) 53" lengths (if your measurements 
are different, cut to f it your quilt top). Stitch the longer pieces to 
the left and right sides of the quilt top. Stitch the shorter pieces 
to the top and bottom.

10. Trim the selvages from the 6" outer border strips. Sew the 
strips together end to end to make a long 6" strip. From this long 
strip, cut (2) 69½" and (2) 64" lengths (if your measurements are 
different, cut to f it your quilt top). Stitch the longer pieces to the 
left and right sides of the quilt top. Stitch the shorter pieces to 
the top and bottom.

11. Layer the completed quilt top with batting and backing and 
quilt as desired. 

12. Bind the finished quilt using the 2¼" pink houndstooth 
strips.
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Blushing

One fat-sixteenth EACH of (20) fabrics:
 7875-11, 7875-42, 7875-43, 7876-11, 7876-22, 
 7876-33, 7877-11, 7877-22, 7877-66, 7878-22, 
 7878-33, 7878-66, 7879-42, 7879-46, 7879-66, 
 7880-11, 7880-33, 7881-11, 7881-22, 7881-66

⅝ yard  Cream Buds   7880-44
⅝ yard  Blue Large Floral   7875-11
      (for outer border)
⅜ yard  Green Dot   7878-66
      (for binding)
2 yards  Blue Large Floral               7875-11   
      (for backing fabric)

Materials for the Table Runner

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Table Runner

From EACH of the (20) assorted fat sixteenths, cut:
     (3) 4" x 4" squares.
 From the cream buds, cut:
     (9) 2" strips. Recut (5) strips into (96) 2" x 2" squares.  
  Reserve the remaining (4) strips for   
  the sashing pieces and inner border.
From the blue large floral, cut:
     (4) 4" strips for the outer border. 
From the green dot, cut:
     (4) 2¼" strips for the binding.

Sewing Instructions for the Table Runner
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 
1. Repeat steps 1-5 from the section, Sewing Instructions for the 
Quilt, to make a total of (4) block groups.
2. Using the table runner pictured on the cover as a guide, stitch 
together (2) block groups, end to end, to make a long 7½" wide 
pieced unit. Repeat to make a second unit.
3. Trim the selvages from the (4) 2" cream buds strips. Sew the 
strips together end to end to make a long 2" strip. From this long 
strip, cut (3) 42½" lengths (if your measurements are different, cut 
to f it your runner). 
4. Stitch together the (2) block units from step 2 and the (3) 2" 
sashing pieces cut in step 3, alternating the two types of units.
5. From the unused portion of the long 2" cream buds strip made 
in step 3, cut (2) 19" lengths (if your measurements are different, 
cut to f it your runner). Stitch these lengths to the top and bottom 
of the table runner.
6. Trim the selvages from the 4" blue large floral strips. Sew the 
strips together end to end to make a long 4" strip. From this long 
strip, cut (2) 45½" and (2) 26" lengths (if your measurements are 
different, cut to f it your runner). Stitch the longer lengths to the 
left and right sides of the runner. Sew the shorter lengths to the 
top and bottom.
6. Layer the table runner top with batting and backing and quilt 
as desired.
7. Bind the finished table runner using the 2¼" green dot strips.
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One fat-sixteenth EACH of (20) fabrics:
 7875-11, 7875-42, 7875-43, 7876-11, 7876-22, 
 7876-33, 7877-11, 7877-22, 7877-66, 7878-22, 
 7878-33, 7878-66, 7879-42, 7879-46, 7879-66, 
 7880-11, 7880-33, 7881-11, 7881-22, 7881-66

½ yard  Cream Buds   7880-44
⅝ yard  Pink Damask   7876-22
      (for outer border)
⅜ yard  Pink Dot   7878-22
      (for binding)
1⅛ yards  Pink Damask             7876-22   
      (for backing fabric)

Materials for the Table Topper

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Table Topper

From EACH of the (20) assorted fat sixteenths, cut:
     (2) 4" x 4" squares.
 From the cream buds, cut:
     (7) 2" strips. Recut (4) strips into (72) 2" x 2" squares.  
  Reserve the remaining (3) strips for   
  the inner border.
From the pink damask, cut:
     (4) 4" strips for the outer border. 
From the pink dot, cut:
     (4) 2¼" strips for the binding.

Sewing Instructions for the Table Topper
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 

1. Repeat steps 1-2 from the section, Sewing Instructions for the 
Quilt, to make a total of (9) blocks.
2. Using the table topper pictured on the cover as a guide, 
arrange the blocks into (3) rows with (3) blocks in each row. Sew 
the blocks into rows. Stitch the rows together to complete the 
center.
3. Cut (2) 2" x 21½" lengths from one of the remaining 2" 
cream buds strips (if your measurements are different, cut to f it your 
project). Sew these pieces to the left and right side of the center. 
unit. Trim the (2) remaining cream buds strips to 24½" (if your 
measurements are different, cut to f it your project). Sew these pieces 
to the top and bottom.
4. Trim (2) of the 4" pink damask strips to 24½" (if your 
measurements are different, cut to f it your project). Sew these pieces 
to the left and right sides of the table topper.
5. Trim (2) of the 4" pink damask strips to 31½" (if your 
measurements are different, cut to f it your project). Sew these pieces 
to the top and bottom.
6. Layer the table topper with batting and backing and quilt as 
desired.
7. Bind the finished table runner using the 2¼" pink dot strips.


